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AlphaScreens:  
The might of momentum

Momentum strategies show persistent outperformance.  
We run our Alpha momentum screen across three indices:  
FTSE All-Share, All Small, and Aim

n Miner BHP Group (BHP) is the highest ranking large 
company on our FTSE All-Share Screen. The only test it 
comes up short against is the requirement to have had a 
10 per cent earnings upgrade for the next financial year in 
the past 12 months. Given the innate cyclicality of min-
ing, and the markets for several minerals the company is 
exposed to, this is perhaps unsurprising.
n Joint top of the rankings is gambling and entertainments 
business 888 Holdings (888) and Royal Mail (RMG). In 
the case of 888, the only test failed is the upgrade momen-
tum test for the next financial year, possibly because it 
already surprised to the upside with its lockdown trading 
figures and the return of sports betting will be priced in 
already. 
n Royal Mail is an interesting business and investors 
should ask plenty of questions given its structural chal-
lenges. In the past share price momentum has been par-
tially attributable to short sellers abandoning positions 
and, while analysts may amend profit forecasts to the 
upside from time to time, calling Royal Mail’s long-term 
prospects is very tough.

The Alpha momentum screens apply the idea of momentum  
not only to share price performance, but also to expected 
profit growth. The screen looks for strong forecast earnings  

per share (EPS) growth, but more importantly it looks for an  
improving trend in broker expectations. Indeed, EPS forecast  
upgrades can be considered the screen’s primary focus.
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Alpha momentum criteria
The Alpha momentum screen is conducted separately on 
constituents of the FTSE All-Share, FTSE All Small and 
FTSE Aim All-Share indices, with the results from each 
screen reported in separate tables. The screen looks for 
stocks displaying three characteristics, each of which are 
tested using a few different criteria.
n Earnings upgrade momentum: EPS upgrades over the 
past 12 months of at least 10 per cent for both the current 
financial year and next financial year.
n Earnings momentum: Forecast EPS growth of at least 10 
per cent in the current financial year and next financial year.
n Price momentum: Studies have found that the longer 
price momentum has persisted the more likely it is to be 
‘stale’ and set to reverse. The Alpha momentum screen 
tests for strong share price performance over four different 
periods, which helps check price momentum remains fresh.

The screen looks for share price performance among the 
top quarter of shares screened over one year, and share 
price performance above the median (mid-ranking) average 
over six months, three months and one month. 
Not many stocks pass such a stringent list of criteria. The 
ones that pass all the tests are listed at the top of the tables, 
followed by those failing one test, then those failing two 
tests as detailed in the ‘Tests passed’ column. All stocks 
must pass the EPS upgrade tests to feature in the tables. 
While the primary ranking of the stocks is based on the 
number of tests they pass, inside each of these groupings, 
stocks are ordered according their attractiveness based on a 
combination of earnings upgrades over the past 12 months 
and three-month share price momentum.

Stock screen methodology formulated and explained by Algy Hall
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  Market  Fwd  Av 12-mth  Fwd EPS Fwd EPS 3-month Net cash/  Tests passed Test 
Name TIDM cap Price NTM PE EPS upgrade DY grth FY+1 grth FY+2 momentum debt (-) Currency (out of 8) failed

888 Holdings 888 £1,013m 275p 17 52% 2.6% 78.2% -14.8% 42.2% -87m USD 7 />10% EPSgrth FY+2/

Royal Mail RMG £3,349m 335p 15 46% 2.2% -8.0% 30.3% 43.3% 1,025m GBP 7 />10% EPSgrth FY+1/

Frasers FRAS £2,239m 431p 15 22% 0.0% 63.6% 15.5% 19.4% 966m GBP 7 /1mthMom/

BHP BHP £42,009m 1,989p 12 18% 4.7% 29.8% -11.6% 14.1% 10,995m USD 7 />10% EPSgrth FY+2/

Fresnillo FRES £8,297m 1,126p 16 79% 1.0% 66.3% 101.1% -16.7% 243m USD 7 /3mthMom/

AO World AO £1,713m 358p 40 313% 0.0% - 17.1% 95.6% 21m GBP 6 />10% EPSgrth FY+1/1mthMom/

Ferrexpo FXPO £1,616m 275p 5 120% 5.7% 2.8% -2.7% 45.9% 141m USD 6 />10% EPSgrth FY+1/>10% EPSgrth FY+2/

McBride MCB £138m 76p 7 19% 1.4% 17.3% 5.1% 23.4% 102m GBP 6 />10% EPSgrth FY+2/1yrMom/

Kainos KNOS £1,461m 1,194p 40 48% 0.5% 87.8% -5.2% 18.9% -59m GBP 6 />10% EPSgrth FY+2/1mthMom/

Luceco LUCE £363m 226p 15 64% 1.4% 88.4% 5.3% 14.3% 22m GBP 6 />10% EPSgrth FY+2/1mthMom/

Polymetal International POLY £8,040m 1,704p 8 73% 3.8% 75.7% 20.1% -15.2% 1,398m USD 6 /6mthMom/3mthMom/

Petropavlovsk POG £1,211m 31p 7 57% 0.0% 209.7% 85.1% -17.2% 439m USD 6 /6mthMom/3mthMom/
Source: FactSet, 14 December 2020

Large-cap momentum selection (passing at least 6 of 8 tests)

   Market  Fwd  Av 12-mth  Fwd EPS Fwd EPS 3-month Net cash/  Tests passed Test 
Name TIDM cap Price NTM PE EPS upgrade DY grth FY+1 grth FY+2 momentum debt (-) Currency (out of 8) failed

Lamprell LAM £155m 45p - 96% 0.0% - - 90.3% -12m USD 6 />10% EPSgrth FY+1/>10% EPSgrth FY+2/

McBride MCB £138m 76p 7 19% 1.4% 17.3% 5.1% 23.4% 102m GBP 6 />10% EPSgrth FY+2/1yrMom/

Luceco LUCE £363m 226p 15 64% 1.4% 88.4% 5.3% 14.3% 22m GBP 6 />10% EPSgrth FY+2/1mthMom//
Source: FactSet, 14 December 2020

Small-cap momentum selection (passing at least 6 of 8 tests)

  Market  Fwd Av 12-mth  Fwd EPS Fwd EPS 3-month Net cash/  Tests passed Test 
Name TIDM cap Price NTM PE EPS upgrade DY grth FY+1 grth FY+2 momentum debt (-) Currency (out of 8) failed

Ergomed ERGO £471m 966p 35 40% 0.0% 111.3% 13.1% 37.0% -8m GBP 8 na

Codemasters CDM £814m 534p 28 30% 0.0% 58.7% 4.9% 40.5% -50m GBP 7 />10% EPSgrth FY+2/

Xpediator XPD £46m 33p 8 26% 1.4% 25.2% 19.2% 23.8% 22m GBP 7 /1yrMom/

Sylvania Platinum SLP £204m 75p 4 139% 2.1% 69.3% -10.9% 19.0% -45m USD 7 />10% EPSgrth FY+2/

Team17 TM17 £1,060m 806p 43 55% 0.0% 26.0% 9.1% 11.9% -49m GBP 7 />10% EPSgrth FY+2/

Sensyne Health SENS £154m 120p - 699% 0.0% - - 65.5% -30m GBP 6 />10% EPSgrth FY+1/>10% EPSgrth FY+2/

ITM Power ITM £2,070m 376p - 158% 0.0% - - 47.8% -34m GBP 6 />10% EPSgrth FY+1/>10% EPSgrth FY+2/

Gear4music  G4M £144m 685p 26 143% 0.0% 164.6% -28.4% 26.9% 16m GBP 6 />10% EPSgrth FY+2/1mthMom/

EKF Diagnostics EKF £276m 61p 31 75% 0.0% 194.4% -46.7% 6.6% -15m GBP 6 />10% EPSgrth FY+2/1mthMom/

Science SAG £115m 280p 16 20% 2.4% 52.3% 1.7% 8.5% -6m GBP 6 />10% EPSgrth FY+2/1yrMom/
Source: FactSet, 14 December 2020

Aim momentum selection (passing at least 6 of 8 tests)
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